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Abstract— A model by which information technology services 
being delivered is resources are retrieved from the internet 
through web-based tools and applications, instead of direct 
connection to a server. The Data and software packages are 
stored in servers. However, cloud computing structure 
allows access to information as long as an electronic device 
has access to the web. In this technology users have to 
entrust their data to cloud providers, there are several 
security and privacy concerns on outsourced data. In 
this paper, survey on several schemes such as Key-Policy 
Attribute-Based Encryption, Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-
Based Encryption, Ciphertext Policy Attribute Set 
Based Encryption, Fuzzy Identity-Based Encryption, 
Hierarchical Identity-Based Encryption, Hierarchical 
Attribute-Based Encryption and Hierarchical Attribute-Set-
Based Encryption for access control of outsourced data are 
discussed. 
 
Keywords— Cloud computing; data confidentiality; fine-
grained access control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing has rapidly become a widely adopted 
paradigm for delivering services over the internet. 
Therefore cloud service provider must provide the trust and 
security, as there is valuable and sensitive data in large 
amount stored on the clouds. For protecting the 
confidentiality of the stored data, the data must be 
encrypted before uploading to the cloud by using some 
cryptographic algorithms. There are three distinct 
characteristic in cloud service which differs from 
traditional hosting. First is sold on demand, typically 
by the minute or the hour; Elasticity , a user can have as 
much or as little of a service as they want at any given 
time; and The service management which will be 
taken care by provider (The requirement of the 
consumer is just a computer and Internet access). Cloud 
computing offers  significant innovations in  virtualization      
and      distributed computing, improves access to high-
speed Internet as well and accelerated interest to a 
weak economy. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 
Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service 
(SaaS) are the different service-oriented    cloud    
computing models. [1] A cloud can be private or public. 
In public, cloud service can be sold to anyone on the 
Internet. (Currently, Amazon Web Services is the 
largest public cloud provider.) In private, cloud act as 
a proprietary network or hosted services are supplied to 
limited people through Data Centre. It may be Private or 
public, the ultimate goal of cloud computing is to provide 
easy, scalable access to computing resources and IT 

services. The security requirements in service-oriented 
cloud computing model are as follows: 
A. Data security  

The provider must ensure that their infrastructure 
is secure and that their client’s data and applications are 
protected while the customer must ensure that the 
provider has taken the proper security measures to protect 
their information. [9] 
B. Privacy 

The providers should ensure that all critical data are 
masked and that only authorized users have access to 
data in its entirety. Moreover, digital identities and 
credentials must be protected as should any data that the 
provider collects or produces about customer activity in the 
cloud. [9] 
C. Data confidentiality 

The cloud users want to make sure that their data are 
kept confidential to outsiders, including the cloud provider 
and their potential competitors. [8][10] 
D. Fine-grained access control 

The provider should facilitate granting differential 
access rights to a set of users and allow flexibility  in 
specifying the access rights of individual users. Several 
techniques  are known for implementing fine grained access 
control. [11] 
The effective implementation for the above mentioned 
security issues would be encrypting data by using certain 
encryption techniques, which allows flexibility in 
specifying differential access rights of individual users in 
a feasible way. 

II. KEY-POLICY ATTRIBUTE–BASED ENCRYPTION 

Service (In Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption 
(KP-ABE), each cipher text is labelled by the encryptor 
with a set of descriptive attributes. Each private key is 
associated with an access structure that specifies which 
type of cipher texts the key can decrypt. The scheme is 
named as Key-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption, since 
the access structure is specified in the private key, while 
the cipher texts are simply labelled with a set of 
descriptive attributes [12]. 

An important application of KP-ABE mainly deals 
with secure forensic analysis. One of the most important 
needs for electronic forensic analysis is an audit log 
containing a detailed account of all activity on the system 
or network to be protected. Such audit logs, however, 
raise significant security concerns such as a 
comprehensive audit log would become a prized target 
for enemy capture. KP-ABE system provides an 
attractive solution to the audit log problem. 
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Audit log entries could be annotated with 
attributes such as, for instance, the name of the user, the 
date and time of the user action, and the type of data 
modified or accessed by the user action. Then, a forensic 
analyst charged with some investigation would be 
issued a secret key associated with a particular access 
structure which would correspond to the key allowing for 
a particular kind of encrypted search; such a key, would 
only open audit log records whose attributes satisfied 
certain condition [2]. The drawback in this scheme is the 
encrypter exerts no control over who has access to the 
data she encrypts except by her choice of descriptive 
attributes for the data [3] 

 
CIPHERTEXT-POLICY ATTRIBUTE BASED 

ENCRYPTION 
In CP-ABE schemes attribute policies are 

associated with data and attributes are associated with keys. 
Decryption is enabled only those keys which are 
associated with attributes satisfy the policy associated 
with the data. The encryptor must be able to smartly 
decide who should or should not have access to the 
data that she/he encrypts. Thus, our methods are 
conceptually closer to traditional access control methods 
such as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). 

The user’s private key will be associated with an 
arbitrary number of attributes expressed as strings. On 
the other hand, when a party encrypts a message, they 
specify an associated access structure over attributes. 
A user will only be able to decrypt a cipher text if 
that user’s attributes pass through the cipher text’s access 
structure[3]. 

CP-ABE[13] users can use all possible 
combinations of attributes issued in their keys to 
satisfy policies. This scheme can only support user 
attributes that are organized logically as a single set. First, 
this makes it both cumbersome and tedious to capture 
naturally occurring “compound attributes”, i.e., attributes 
build intuitively from other attributes, and specifying 
policies using those attributes. The Best and only way to 
prevent users from combining such attributes in 
undesirable ways when using current CP-ABE 
schemes is by appending the attributes as strings. 
Since the approach has an undesirable consequence, 
this is a challenging task support policies that involve 
other combinations of singleton attributes used to 
build the compound  attribute. 

CP-ABE schemes that support numerical attributes are 
limited to assigning only one value to any given 
numerical attribute within a key. But there are many 
real world systems where multiple numerical value 
assignments for a given attribute are common[4]. 
Architecture of data sharing system consists of the 
following entities: 
A. Data Owner  

 It is a client who owns data, and wishes to upload it 
into the external data storing centre for ease of sharing or 
for cost saving. A data owner is responsible for 
defining (attribute based) access policy, and enforcing 
it on its own data by encrypting the data under the 

policy before distributing it. Data Owner to get key 
from key generator Encrypt the file. Encryption is the 
conversion of data into a form, called a cipher text that 
cannot be easily understood by unauthorized people. 

 

 
Fig 1 Architecture of Data sharing System 

 
B. Data Storing Centre  

It is an entity that provides a data sharing service. It is 
in charge of controlling the accesses from outside users 
to the storing data and providing corresponding contents 
services. The data storing centre is another key authority 
that generates personalized user key with the KGC, and 
issues and revokes attribute group keys to valid users per 
each attribute, which are used to enforce a fine-grained 
user access control. Data storing centre store the data. 
Data Storage Centers provides offsite record and tape 
storage, retrieval, delivery and destruction services [2]. 
 
C. User  

This is an entity who wants to access the data. If a user 
possesses a set of attributes satisfying the access policy 
of the encrypted data defined by the data owner, and is 
not revoked in any of the attribute groups, then he 
will be able to decrypt the cipher text and obtain the data. 

 
Fig 2 Data Owner (Set Access Policy, Encrypt File) 

D. Key Generation Centre  
It is a key authority that generates public and secret 

parameters for CP-ABE. It is in charge of issuing, 
revoking, and updating attribute keys for users. It 
grants differential access rights to individual users 
based on their attributes. Key generation is the process 
of generating keys for cryptography. A key is used to 
encrypt and decrypt whatever data is being encrypted or 
decrypted. 
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Fig 3 Node Structure of a Data Sharing System 

 
The node structure of the Attribute based data sharing 

system[2] is shown in Fig. 3. The nodes involved are 
admin and clients which stands as UI for the system. 
The nodes are Key Generation Centre (KGC) is a key 
authority that generates public and secret parameters for 
CP-ABE. Data storing center is an entity that provides a 
data sharing service. The data storing center is another 
key authority that generates personalized user key with 
the KGC, and issues and revokes attribute group keys 
to valid users per each attribute, which are used to 
enforce a fine-grained user access control. It is a client 
who owns data, and wishes to upload it into the external 
data storing center for ease of sharing or for cost saving. 
A data owner is responsible for defining (attribute based) 
access policy, and enforcing it on its own data by 
encrypting the data under the policy before distributing it. 
User is an entity who wants to access the data. 

III. FUZZY IDENTITY-BASED ENCRYPTION 

The Fuzzy Identity-Based Encryption views an identity 
as set of descriptive attributes. A Fuzzy IBE scheme 
allows for a private key for an identity a, to decrypt a 
ciphertext encrypted with an identity a’, if and only if the 
identities a and a‘ are close to each other as measured by 
the set overlap distance metric. Therefore, the system 
allows for a certain amount of error-tolerance in the 
identities. 

Fuzzy-IBE gives rise to two interesting new 
applications. The first is an Identity-Based Encryption 
system that uses biometric identities. Since biometric 
measurements are noisy, we cannot use existing IBE 
systems. However, the error-tolerance property of Fuzzy-
IBE allows for a private key to decrypt a cipher text 
encrypted with a slightly different measurement of the 
same biometric.[14] 

Secondly, Fuzzy IBE can be used for an application 
that we call “attribute-based encryption”. In this 
application a party will wish to encrypt a document to all 
users that have a certain set of attributes. Any user who 
has an identity that contains all of these attributes could 
decrypt the document. The advantage to using Fuzzy IBE 
is that the document can be stored on a simple un-trusted 
storage server instead of relying on trusted server to 
perform authentication checks before delivering a 
document.[5] 

IV. HIERARCHICAL IDENTITY-BASED ENCRYPTION 

IBE sys is a public key system where the public key 
can be an arbitrary string such as email address. A master 
key is used by a central authority to issue private keys to 
identify that request them. HIBE is a generalization of 
IBE[14 that mirrors an organizational hierarchy. An 
identity at level k of the hierarchy tree can issue private 
key to its descendant identifies but cannot decrypt 
message. It allows a root public key generator to 
distribute the workload by delegating public key 
generation and identity authentication to lower-level 
public key generators.[6] 

V. HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE-BASED ENCRYPTION 

Hierarchical attribute-based encryption (HABE) model 
is the combination of Hierarchical Identity-Based 
Encryption system (HIBE) and a Cipher text Policy-
Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) system. HASBE 
focus is to provide fine-grained access control, full 
delegation and to efficiently share confidential data on 
cloud servers. The HABE scheme eliminates the on-line 
inquiry for authenticated attribute public keys [7] .This 
scheme also includes the drawbacks mentioned in Cipher 
text-Policy Attribute Based Encryption.[4] 

 

 
Table 1.Comparision between the Attribute based encryption Techniques. 

 

VI. HIERARCHICAL ATTRIBUTE-SET-BASED 

ENCRYPTION 
 

Hierarchical attribute-set-based encryption (HASBE) by 
extending Cipher text-policy attribute-set-based 
encryption (ASBE) with a hierarchical structure of 
users. It is scalability due to its hierarchical 
structure, but also inherits flexibility and fine-grained 
access control in supporting compound attributes of 
ASBE. HASBE employs multiple value assignments for 
access expiration time to deal with user revocation 
more efficiently than existing schemes. [8] 

The drawback in this scheme is that it applies 
cryptographic methods by disclosing data decryption keys 
only to authorize users. These solutions inevitably 
introduce a heavy computation overhead on the data 
owner for key distribution and data management when 
fine grained data access control is desired, and thus do not 
scale well. 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper contains several encryption schemes 
for secure sharing of outsourced data in cloud server. 
From the survey we understand that some amount of 
work has been done in the field of cloud computing for 
several security issues. It can be applied to achieve 
scalable, flexible, security, privacy, data confidentiality 
and fine-grained access control of outsourced data in 
cloud computing. The study concludes that the 
Hierarchical attribute-set- based encryption is the 
advanced encryption scheme for outsourcing data in the 
cloud service provider. On the other hand the 
techniques and strategies of encryption in cloud 
computing have to be improved with its distinct 
characteristics in mind. There is more scope for future 
research in the field of secure data sharing in the cloud. 
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